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Program Introduction

• …HE in Europe, where…the language of pedagogy and participation remain by and 
large monolingual…. contravenes contemporary multilingual societies and the 

multilingual turn in education …
• this year’s symposium: relationship between language(s), mono-/multilingualism 
and the construction of disciplinary knowledge, as well as disciplinary discourses in 

linguistics that shape ideologies towards language/discourse hybridity or purism 
and contribute to sustaining or changing one’s understanding of how strict the 

boundaries between languages, language varieties and other semiotic modes are. 
• Englishisation of academic studies a pressing issue …increasing number of 

universities and technological institutions aiming (to) be competitive players in the 
global market, access prominent international scholars, profit from fee-paying 

students, receive high world rankings for quality assurance... 



Language problems in language policy and planning

• Pioneers of LPP imagined that language problems were a self-evident and 
relatively objective presence in policy making

• Critical sociolinguistics has problematised this taken-for-granted notion of 
what is taken to be a language problem

• With the unfortunate side-effect of dismantling the search for a more 
inclusive notion of language problems. 

• Bessie’s introduction shows a research and reflection-informed alternative



Critical points in my presentation today

• Universities can and should be sites of LP development

• An explicit LP process that “we” (academics and activists) can and should 
actively promote in preference to just critique.

• Requires us to understand (research) the ‘language problems’ universities 
experience as they perceive them.  

• This is the beginning point of a LP of persuasion.

(See Soler, Björkman, Kuteeva, 2018) 



Critical points in my presentation today

• We can do this by collecting intelligence on how administrators and senior academics and governing bodies ‘name 
and constitute’ communication problems they face

• We should not take these as anything other than how problems are represented to be (WPR, Baachi), meaning the 
experienced aspect of communication issues by the often unreflective needs of administration

• Sometimes/often these are driven by commercial, neoliberal considerations of attracting international students etc
• This is part of the ‘problem definition’ phase of language planning, but one in which language planning activists 

begin the process
• We then approach these bodies with invitation to embark on an explicit process of language planning to address the 

‘needs of a modern university in a globalised knowledge circulating environment’ and keep insisting that they 
support this (multiple ways to do this)

• Sometimes the initiative begins from the university itself, or some ‘side stream’ approach such as media pressure or 
criticism of something the university has done badly or is criticised for, this is a simple ‘problem’ solving mechanism

• Either way, once an interest or awareness of language issues is established, we need to propose an extended process 
of investigation of the totality of communication needs and seek to widen the university’s idea of language issues to 
include questions of language rights and opportunities. There are multiple ways to do this, sometimes with limited 

and sometimes with extended aims.



Critical points in my presentation today

• A university (or faculty) wide process is often best, and this is best done by a 
team of people with different but coordinated roles and functions

• Once underway we can engage in ‘opening’ policy windows, i.e. expanding 
the sense of what counts as legitimate for a language policy for HE.

• In my view this, maximally, includes academic literacy, multilingualism, 
support for ‘non-native’ students in the academic discourses of the 

institution, intercultural and transcultural awareness etc, expanding number 
and kind of languages taught, support for students who speak languages 
other than the dominant/official one; support for deaf, visually impaired 

learners, support for academic publishing in languages other than the 
official one and other than English, etc.



Critical points in my presentation today

• All LP involves intervention for change or anti-change of the existing 
communication environment.

• It can take at least two forms: 1. an official text,  2. a series of 
structured arguments involving persuasion. 

• My call is that we (academics and activists in HE sociolinguistics and 
language education) should be much more proactive and put our 

critique to work.



WPR: Carol Bacchi
(What is the problem represented to be)

• WPR “ aims to facilitate post structural policy analysis. It elaborates a post 
structural understanding of politics as strategic relations and practices, and of 

theorizing as political practice. The WPR …analytic task of making politics visible. 
To this end it offers seven interrelated forms of questioning and analysis to 

critically scrutinize problematizations (the ways in which “problems” are produced 
and represented) in governmental policies and practices, understood in broad 

terms…to deploy WPR in practices of interrogating problematizations, 
reproblematization, and self-problematization. 

(Bacchi and  Goodwin, 2016)

• One way to begin is to collect ‘intelligence’ on how administrators and senior 
academics and governing bodies ‘name and constitute’ communication problems 

they face



Language 
Interests and 
Problems

Writing on LP debates in India, Hans Dua claimed in 1985 that the "characterization and systematic 
account of language problems of a speech community is a prerequisite to an adequate theory of 

policy formulation, language planning and language treatment" (1985, p3, also Nahir 1984). 

Language goals (Dua 2008a, 2008b), language management (Spolsky, 2009), social change (Cooper, 
1989).

Dua’s typology of language problems focuses on the 

Who defines what is taken to be a language problem.  Are they: 

- insiders or outsiders?

- politicians or bureaucrats?

- researchers or professionals

- "the people." 

From these perspectives Dua links language problems to four social needs, which he identifies as 

normative (needs in which professionals or experts dominate)

felt (in which affected groups or individuals prevail in the process of defining)

expressed (referring to those felt needs that are converted into action)

comparative (which are social needs in language established through contrast with other needs faced 
by the community). 



influence

As a form of LP authority (power) enables a more socially nuanced analysis of LP practices involving a continuum of activities around 
persuasion, promotion and attraction. 

One institutionalized form of official LP influence is the establishment of state agencies for promoting national languages abroad. 

The Japan Foundation 1972,   The Korea Foundation 1991.   National Office of Teaching Chinese as a Foreign Language (NOCFL) 1987 (Chinese 
Proficiency Test for Foreigners (HSK), cultural exchanges and tours, support networks for foreign teachers of Chinese, etc, and of course the 
joint venture language centres abroad, Confucius Institutes, are prime examples of influence based LP)

At a non-institutional level influence refers to how actors, mainly citizen insiders, use their agency to advocate language change. 

Influence operates legitimately within the decision-making systems of a sovereign jurisdiction, but also transgressively, undermining 
established power systems. 

LP always requires an authorisation, a reason why it occurs and how it is legitimised in the institution or polity in which it occurs.  A LP that 
achieves its authority via influence is when agents mobilize power in economic markets or political and cultural domains.  

Academics, for example, might achieve significant media coverage for a new early language learning scheme, or a critical evaluation of a new 
language learning method. A community of speakers of an endangered language might change policy or thinking to address their needs by 
building a political coalition that forces established powerbrokers to address their issues.  



Approach to LP 
problem 
definition and 
solving through 
Deliberation 
Conferencing

A Temporary Speech and Writing Nation: Safe Containers for 
Dissenting from Official Definitions of What is a Language 

Problem.
Aim to produce policy conversations that generate mutual 

understanding of positions, that frame problems in a shared way, 
that have a clear idea of ‘research knowledge utilisation, and that 

generate new policy from the bottom up to complement top-
down implementation.

40-60 participants from 
Community Organisations and Civil Society

Public Officials and Politicians
Academic Experts and Think Tanks

Locked away for 3-6 days of intensive facilitated work
45 FD in Myanmar between 2011 and 2019; 7 in Thailand; 10 in 

Malaysia











Uncompromising talk, linguistic grievance, and language policy: 
Thailand’s Deep South conflict zone. In M. Kelly, H. Footitt & M. Salama-
Carr (Eds.), 201Handbook on Languages at War  Palgrave Macmillan. 
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